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▸ Workflow

▸ Technical Complexity

▸ Shirt Design

▸ Staging vs Production (live)
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WORKFLOW
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TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY

- Android battery management

- BLE (Android bluetooth low energy)

- Scheduling of beacon scan



Amazon VPC

Error Report.
Production: m2.large

Staging: t2.microAmazon RDS

Production: t2.small
Staging: t2.micro

Architecture Diagram Technical Complexity
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PROBLEM: Single domain 
name, DNS Propagation takes 
up to 48 hours when 
switching to production & 
staging server IP addresses

SOLUTION: Use separate 
subdomain for staging

PROBLEM: High development 
time needed for Python apps.

SOLUTION: Switch to Ruby on 
Rails, while writing 
highly-readable, 
well-commented code and 
documentation.

PROBLEM: Building/compiling 
during deployment causes 
high CPU usage

SOLUTION: Replace Buildpack 
deployments with Dockerfile 
deployments, reducing build 
times and CPU usage.

PROBLEM: MariaDB/MySQL 
has high memory usage

SOLUTION: Eventually switch 
to RDS PostgreSQL, as it also 
is the database used by the 
production server from iCity.

PROBLEM: When apps crash, 
we are not notified and 
debugging is difficult as no 
logs are captured.

SOLUTION: Use Sentry error 
reporting on exceptions, and 
send notifications to Slack

Architectural Issues Technical Complexity

PROBLEM: MariaDB/MySQL 
has high memory usage

SOLUTION: Eventually switch 
to RDS PostgreSQL, as it also 
is the database used by the 
production server from iCity.
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PROBLEM: Not everyone 
knows branching in git, and 
code comments are difficult 

SOLUTION: Run a team lesson 
to teach git branching, merge 
requests, and apply branch 
policies in GitLab.

PROBLEM: Different IDEs on 
different machines and OSes 
have differing line-endings 
and tab-styles.

SOLUTION: Use EditorConfig 
to ensure consistent layout 
when editing for everyone

PROBLEM: Manual 
notification of the team 
whenever new versions are 
deployed

SOLUTION: Write script to 
notify Slack channel upon app 
deployment

PROBLEM: Potential data loss 
when deploying new version 
of app, as old containers have 
to be shutdown

SOLUTION: Enable 
zero-downtime deploys, with 5 
minute overlap.

PROBLEM: Manual container 
management is tedious and 
has a high learning curve

SOLUTION: Use Dokku, which 
allows git deploys and 
automatic Docker container 
and image creation

PROBLEM: 

SOLUTION: 

Development Management Technical Complexity
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Memory leaks, frequent 
crashes

● Docker container for 
demuxer would crash 
unexpectedly with no 
logs, causing gap in data 
received.

● Flask app does not 
sustain persistent SQL 
connections as per 
documentation

● No native support for 
many-to-many 
relationships

Switch to plain Ruby script, 
importing minimal libraries to 
write to ActiveRecord models

Amazon VPC

Amazon RDS

VIRTUAL MACHINE ON EC2

Demux Technical Complexity
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Automatic Serialization

● All data is included in 
JSON output
○ Including metadata 

e.g. created_at, 
updated_at

○ Unneeded 
information, causing 
unnecessarily large 
payloads

○ Security issue
○ Longer parsing time 

in Android

Use JBuilder to construct data 
schema, restricting output to 
only required information.

Amazon VPC

Amazon RDS

VIRTUAL MACHINE ON EC2

API Technical Complexity
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Slow development due to 
manual writing of pages, 
CRUD operations

● Automated Python 
packages that generate 
CRUD interfaces for 
basic data management 
runs very slowly when 
there are many-to-many 
relationships, and when 
records count to the 
hundred-thousands.

Switch to Ruby on Rails, with 
extensive and proper use of 
ActiveRecord best-practices, 
including RSpec Unit Tests for 
every Model.

Amazon VPC

Amazon RDS

VIRTUAL MACHINE ON EC2

Admin Technical Complexity
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Maintaining Publishing Cycle

● Time Tasker
○ Unable to trigger restarts when worker crashes
○ High battery drain

● Job Scheduler
○ Built-in battery management policy that cannot be overridden
○ Sends events in batches, with inconsistent intervals

● Alarm Manager
○ Custom intervals
○ Process managed by Operating System, trigger-based events - reliable

Android Technical Complexity
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Power Management

● Android has built-in power management, limiting our ability
○ Doze mode

■ Sleeps all processes, executing in batches
■ OS sleeps when no movement detected

○ App activity is monitored and restricts background service event 
triggers

● Samsung has its own power management, which must be manually 
disabled
○ Automatically sleeps all apps if user does not bring the app to 

foreground after 72 hours
● Request Android permissions to disable power optimisation for this app
● Include instructions to teach user to disable power management for this app
● For certain brands (e.g. Samsung), instructions are given to whitelist the app 

from third-party power management features

Android Technical Complexity
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Technical Complexity
2 Environments and Maintaining Parity
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Shirt Design



Staging vs Production

Staging
- Android BETA
- API: api.staging.xwgate.me
- 11 user

Production
- Android Production
- API: api.xwgate.me
- 1 respondent
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